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ABSTRACT

10 continuous hours of operation. Already today, the new configuration of Jaguar, called Titan, has a remarkable 299,008 Opteron
cores, over 18,688 compute nodes, without taking into account the
number of computing units on the accelerators, which would put
the count in millions. This sharp increase in the number of components is likely to continue [18], in which case even the most optimistic predictions about the failure rate of a particular component,
in terms of tens of years, depict a gloomy future. A future where the
Mean Time To Interrupt (MTTI) of the entire machine falls under a
few hours, drastically affecting individual applications running on
the system [41], with a lasting impact, not only on the scientific
throughput, but directly on the cost of the scientific simulations.
Numerical libraries are an important category of large scale applications which can easily utilize hundreds of thousands of cores
and run for a prolonged period of time as building blocks of even
longer running applications. Any node failure will render the time
already spent running the application useless. Existing numerical
libraries for high performance computers were designed and implemented when the size of the systems were modest and component
failures were not yet a concern. Altering these numerical libraries
and algorithms by adding reliability capabilities is critical to enabling them to become suitable for the future architectures with
million-way parallelism. This process will directly benefit all applications built on top of these basic building blocks.
Libraries with eigenvalue solvers are the method of choice for
spectral clustering of graphs [43] and eigenvector centrality and its
widely known form: the PageRank [2, 12, 13, 34]. Hessenberg
form is a common intermediate representation for eigenvalue calculations.
The Hessenberg reduction [42] is an important step in calculating
the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a dense non-symmetric matrix or for solving the regular generalized eigenvalue problem. The
orthogonal transformations are commonly used for this reduction
for their guaranteed stability even though their accumulated cost
becomes high in terms of both: computation and communication.
One of the most common algorithms that stably computes eigenvalues of a dense matrix is the QR algorithm [42, 24]. There are two
steps in the QR algorithm. In the first step, the matrix A is reduced
to Hessenberg form H by a sequence of similarity transformations:
A = QHQ⊤ . A Hessenberg form, H, is a square matrix in which
all the entries below the first subdiagonal are 0. The second step
further reduces H to an upper triangular form T . The elements on
the diagonal of T are the eigenvalues of matrix A. A Hessenberg
matrix is also required for obtaining Hessenberg triangular form of
the matrix pair (A, B) of the regular generalized eigenvalue problem of the form (A − λ B)x = 0 when using the QZ algorithm that
originated from the implicitly shifted QR algorithm [22, 23]. More
recent work involves efficient implementations of various QR iter-

This paper studies the resilience of a two-sided factorization and
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mainstream supercomputers are well into the peta-scale era, with
the number of components on a sharp increase over the years. Only
one year ago, Jaguar, hosted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
included 224,162 cores. During its 537 days of operation, an average of 2.33 failures per day [37] occured, or on average less than
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ation methods on modern multicore and distributed memory systems [30, 11, 26, 31, 27].
The Hessenberg reduction routine is provided in virtually all major numerical libraries, both for shared and distributed memory
architectures. LAPACK [1] contains the routine DGEHRD for
Hessenberg reduction. ScaLAPACK [4] is the open source linear
algebra library providing LAPACK equivalent functionalities for
distributed memory machines, its Hessenberg reduction routine is
PDGEHRD. Commercial numerical libraries often provide optimized implementations of LAPACK and ScaLAPACK for specific
architectures (such as LibSci for Cray XT architectures).
The high arithmetic complexity overall and low arithmetic intensity of its building blocks make the Hessenberg reduction a rather
costly operation. In spite its high computational complexity of
3
O( 10
3 n ), the Hessenberg reduction only achieves a fraction of the
theoretical machine peak performance (unlike one-sided factorizations such as LU and QR). While its long running time makes the
Hessenberg reduction routine more exposed to fail-stop failures,
with few exceptions, no algorithmic solutions to tolerate fail-stop
failures have been proposed. Common fault tolerant techniques
such as checkpointing and algorithm based fault tolerance (ABFT)
have limitations when applied to the Hessenberg reduction. Checkpointing stores application data to stable memory at certain time intervals. In Hessenberg reduction, the whole trailing matrix, which
accounts for a significant portion of application data, is modified
very frequently, annihilating even the potential benefits of incremental checkpointing. Moreover, the checkpointing technique introduces too much overhead due to frequent write-to-memory accesses (either hard disk or remote main memory). Similarly, the
usual ABFT techniques cannot provide protection for the lower left
part of the matrix during the reduction.
The focus of this paper is to investigate the possibility and effectiveness of ABFT techniques in the context of the Hessenberg
reduction, to make the algorithm resilient to process failures. The
fault tolerant algorithm we propose is a hybrid approach. We add
row checksums to the right hand side of the matrix, and column
checksums at the bottom of the matrix, which is similar to classic ABFT. We prove that the checksum relationship between the
row checksums on the right hand side and the data matrix is invariant thus it provides protection to the trailing matrix during the
whole factorization process. Any process failure and data loss in
the trailing matrix can be recovered using the row checksums. The
finished part of the matrix is protected with another group of row
checksums. This group of checksums is computed only once for a
group of column blocks upon their completion, thus the cost is very
low. The group of panels currently being factorized are protected
with a checkpoint. Due to the data dependencies of the Hessenberg reduction algorithm, this checkpointing procedure cannot be
avoided. However, there is only one block column that needs to be
checkpointed at any given time, and the overhead caused by this
checkpoint is modest still. Our algorithm can tolerant more than
one process failures at a time assuming that there is at most one
failure in one processor row.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
previous research work in fault tolerance for matrix computations.
Section 3 introduces the Hessenberg reduction algorithm and its implementation, and highlights the challenges in applying ABFT to
the Hessenberg reduction. Sections 4 and 5, describe the encoding
used to provide the redundancy on the input matrix and the algorithm to maintain it through the computation. Section 6 provides a
formal analysis of the overhead and costs, while Section 7 experimentally validates them. Section 8 summarizes the results of this
paper and presents future work.

RELATED WORK

Diverse techniques to recover from a process failure exist, encompassing completely automatic solutions such as Checkpoint/Restart
(C/R) and algorithm-level techniques such as Algorithm Based Fault
Tolerance (ABFT). All these methods are applicable to linear algebra computations and each has its advantages and drawbacks.
The major advantage of the C/R approach is the generality: it
can be applied to a wide range of applications not only linear algebra software. In the C/R technique, consistent snapshots of program data in main memory are saved to stable storage (usually a
disk drive) at certain time intervals. Once a failure happens, the
entire application rolls back to the latest snapshot and computation
resumes from that point on (we ignore the complexity related to
the consistent view of the entire application in terms of message or
file accesses). In a distributed environment the major cost of this
method comes from obtaining the consistent snapshots and disk access to write the snapshots, which highlights the major drawback
of such approaches, the relatively high overhead. Langou and Dongarra [33] investigated several checkpoint/recovery techniques and
a checkpoint-free lossy fault tolerant technique for parallel iterative methods. Robert and Vivien [8, 10] presented a unified model
for several common checkpoint/restart protocols, extended in [14]
to cover process replication. Diskless checkpointing [39, 25, 35]
stores checkpoints in main memory to avoid disk accesses.
The advantage of the ABFT techniques is the potential lower
overheads, in exchange for algorithmic alterations. The algorithm
based approach considers the mathematical operations carried out
in the algorithm, and it takes advantage of the mathematical relationship between different parts of the data to recover from erroneous data. Algorithm-based techniques do not require disk accesses. The extra cost entailed is a requirement of a small amount
of local memory storage and some floating point operations. Since
CPU speed is orders of magnitude faster than disk accesses on modern computers, an algorithm based approach has a much smaller
overhead compared against the C/R approach.
Huang and Abraham [29] proposed a system-level method to tolerate errors in matrix computations in the context of systolic arrays.
The matrix is encoded and operations are carried out on the encoded
data. A single failure can be corrected during the computation. This
technique has been successfully applied to matrix addition and multiplication, scalar product and the LU decomposition. Later, Luk
and Park [36] extended Huang’s method to make it more efficient
to correct transient errors in Gaussian elimination and QR decomposition on systolic arrays. They proposed methods to compute
checksums of the original matrix. Their method does not need a
rollback in order to correct the error. Kim and Plank [32] presented
a technique based on checksum and reverse computation to tolerate process failures in matrix operations. Chen and Dongarra [16]
designed and implemented an algorithm based fault tolerance algorithm to tolerate process failures in the ScaLAPACK PDGEMM
routine. Bosilca and Langou [9] also designed and implemented
an algorithm based fault tolerance algorithm for the ScaLAPACK
PDGEMM routine and developed performance models to predict
its overhead. Hakkarinen and Chen [28] implemented an algorithm based fault tolerance algorithm for Cholesky factorization,
an algorithm tolerating a single process failure at a time. Du and
Dongarra et al. [21] designed algorithm based fault tolerance algorithms for LU and QR factorizations and implemented them in the
ScaLAPACK framework. Their methods have a low overhead and
scale well with the increase of matrix size and process grid size.
Davies et al. [17] also applied the ABFT technique to HPL [38, 19]
which is a highly optimized right-looking LU factorization. Yao
and Wang [46] proposed a non-stop algorithm based fault tolerant
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Figure 2: Global view of the matrix when a process fails.

Figure 1: A matrix mapped to a 2 × 3 process grid.
cesses. The blank squares with question marks are the data blocks
owned by the failed process. After we have recovered the process
grid, the replacement process contains invalid data. These invalid
data blocks need to be recovered to their state before the failure happened. If we continue the Hessenberg reduction without recovering
the lost data the final result will be completely wrong.

scheme to recover the solution vector from fail-stop process failures
in HPL 2.0. Bland et al. [5, 6] proposed a checkpoint-on-Failure
protocol for fault recovery in dense linear algebra.

3. ScaLAPACK HESSENBERG REDUCTION

3.3

ScaLAPACK uses a 2D block cyclic data distribution to achieve
good load balancing. The Hessenberg reduction routine PDGEHRD
in ScaLAPACK also distributes data in this way. The ScaLAPACK
implementation of the Hessenberg reduction is a blocked algorithm.
It first reduces a panel of columns using Householder reflections
and accumulates the Householder reflectors along the way. Later it
applies the group of reflectors all at once to the trailing matrix.

Non-blocked Hessenberg Reduction

The Hessenberg reduction takes a general nonsymmetric square
matrix A ∈ Rn×n and decomposes it: A = UHU ⊤ . U is an orthogonal matrix, H is a Hessenberg matrix. The non-blocked Hessenberg
reduction is an iterative process, n−1 Householder transformations
are applied to the matrix A from left and right
⊤ H ⊤ = H. The orthogonal maHn−1 Hn−2 . . . H2 H1 AH1⊤ H2⊤ . . . Hn−2
n−1
trix U is U = H1 H2 . . . Hn−2 Hn−1 . A Householder transformation
Hi can be generated efficiently [42, page 83]. The non-blocked version uses Level 2 BLAS operations which have a low flop/transfer
ratio and are slow. ScaLAPACK uses a blocked Hessenberg reduction algorithm which has a larger number of efficient Level 3 BLAS
operations.

3.1 2D Block Cyclic Data Distribution
There are several possible ways to distribute a matrix across distributed memory machines. Among them, the 2D block cyclic distribution was chosen for ScaLAPACK based on its good scalability
properties and the ability to use Level 3 BLAS routines. Figure 1
illustrates the 2D block cyclic data distribution with an example. A
matrix is partitioned into small nb × nb square blocks. nb is called
the blocking factor. These blocks are mapped to a 2 × 3 process
grid. If a data block is mapped to a process it means the data block
is physically stored in the local memory associated with that process. All the data blocks assigned to the same process are stored
contiguously. Figure 1(a) shows the global matrix from a logical
point of view. Each of the six colors represents a process. Data
blocks are assigned to the processes in a round-robin fashion in
both horizontal and vertical directions. Figure 1(b) is the processes’
view of the distribution. Same as in Figure 1(a), each color represents a process. Each process’s own part of the matrix is stored
contiguously in its local memory in column major. Each process
is assigned roughly the same amount of data, which means they
are responsible for roughly the same amount of total floating point
operations. Block algorithms in ScaLAPACK proceed from left to
right. As the algorithm continues, each process has roughly the
same amount of work load left. This avoids prolonged idle time
and keeps all the processes busy most of the time.
In this 2D block cyclic distribution, each process’s data correspond to blocks scattered across the entire global matrix. When
a process fails during the Hessenberg reduction, we get corrupted
data blocks in every part of the global matrix.

3.4

Blocked Hessenberg Reduction

In the blocked Hessenberg reduction [20] nb (the blocking factor
in the 2D block cyclic distribution) Householder reflectors are accumulated and applied to the trailing matrix together using Level 3
BLAS. Using the WY representation [3, 40] the reduction can be
written as:
⊤
Hnb
· · · H1⊤ AH1 · · · Hnb

= A −VW −YV ⊤

(1)

where V is the matrix formed by the nb Householder vectors used
to reduce the first nb columns, T is an nb × nb upper triangular
matrix, W = T ⊤V ⊤ A, Y = AV ⊤
Algorithm 1 PDGEHRD
1: for every panel do
2:
PDLAHRD on the panel, return V, T,Y
3:
PDGEMM: trail(A) = trail(A) −YV ⊤
4:
PDLARFB: trail(A) = trail(A) −V T ⊤V ⊤ · trail(A)
5: end for
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo code for PDGEHRD. The function
call PDLAHRD reduces a panel with a sequence of Householder
transformations. It takes the trailing submatrix, reduces the first
panel of nb columns, and overwrites the bottom part of the panel
with the Householder reflectors. Although this panel factorization
routine only modifies the panel, it has a data dependency on the
trailing matrix. In other words, once the trailing matrix is modified
and we lose data inside the panel, the panel factorization cannot be
repeated. This poses a challenge for our fault tolerant algorithm
design as explained in later sections.

3.2 Failure Model Under 2D Block Cyclic Data
Distribution
In this work, we consider process failures. When a process fails
in the process grid the data resident on that process will be all gone.
Figure 2 shows the status of the matrix when a process failure happens. The colored squares are the data blocks owned by the live pro3

copy
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Figure 3 illustrates one iteration of the ScaLAPACK Hessenberg
reduction algorithm. In Figure 3(a) the yellow part is part of the
final result of the Hessenberg matrix. This part will not be touched
once they have been computed. Columns in the green part are the
Householder reflectors used to transform the matrix. The red part
is the trailing matrix which will be reduced in future iterations. As
other factorizations in ScaLAPACK, PDGEHRD is an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, PDLAHRD reduces the first block column which is called the panel. This call produces the final result of
the desired Hessenberg matrix (the yellow upper trapezoid in Figure 3(b)) and nb Householder reflectors (the green lower trapezoid
in Figure 3(b)). This call also generates intermediate matrices V
and Y which are used by the PDGEMM and PDLARFB immediately following the panel reduction to update the trailing submatrix.
When this iteration finishes, we get a smaller trailing submatrix: the
red part on the right in Figure 3(e). In the next iteration, the same
process is repeated on the shrunk trailing submatrix which further
reduces it to a smaller size. This algorithm is a right-looking algorithm, in that, the updates only access data to the right of the
current panel. Matrix entries to the left of the current panel are
never touched again after the panel computation proceeded to the
right.

sum

copy .
(a) Matrix View

4. ENCODING THE INPUT MATRIX
The essential part of ABFT technique is to expand the original
matrix data with redundant data and maintain the relationship between the original matrix and the redundant data through computation. In our fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction algorithm, we
chose to append the matrix with row checksums to the right of the
original matrix. We show the checksum scheme with an example
in Figure 4. A matrix of N × N blocks is mapped to a P × Q process grid in the 2D block cyclic fashion (here N = 8, P = 2, Q = 3).
Each process will be assigned at most ⌈N/P⌉ × ⌈N/Q⌉ data blocks.
We add ⌈N/Q⌉ × 2 block columns to the right as checksum blocks.
Data blocks in the same position of different processes of the same
process row are added together element-wise to form a checksum
block. This checksum block is duplicated and stored next to itself.
The details are shown in Figure 4(a).
We also expand the original matrix with checksum blocks at the
bottom. Only the storage is allocated, the actual checksums are not
actually calculated in the beginning. The extra storage at the bottom
will be used for pseudo checksums of the V matrix which contains
the block Householder reflectors. The number of pseudo checksum block rows at the bottom is the same as the number of checksum block columns to the right of the matrix. And each pseudo
checksum block is calculated in this way: pretend the matrix is
distributed over a Q × Q process grid (despite that it is actually distributed over a P × Q grid), then we sum corresponding data blocks
in different processes in the same process column element-wise and
obtain a pseudo checksum block. The summing relationship is also
shown in Figure 4(a). In this figure, the pseudo checksum block
is the sum of the first three blocks, because had we distributed the
matrix over a 3 × 3 process grid, the first three data blocks would
be the first blocks in the three processes in the their respective local
matrices.
These checksum blocks are treated as normal matrix data and distributed across the process grid. Figure 4(b) shows each process’s
local matrix containing the checksum blocks. Each black box represents a process. The white blocks are the checksum blocks. Note
that the example in Figure 4 uses a small process grid, the checksum data are relatively large compared to the original input matrix.
But in practice the process grid is rarely this small. The checksum
data only accounts for a small portion of the input matrix when the

.
(b) Process View
Figure 4: An encoded matrix mapped to a 2 × 3 process grid.
size of the process grid increases.

5.

THE ALGORITHM

Algorithm 2 ABFT Hessenberg Reduction (non-delayed)
1: Compute the row checksum of matrix A, get Ae
2: for each i in Ne iterations do
3:
if i ≡ 0 mod Q then
4:
Take a snapshot of the panel scope.
5:
end if
6:
PDLAHRD on the panel, return V, T,Y
7:
Calculate column pseudo checksum of V , get Ve
8:
Send V to the next process column.
9:
The process column owning the ith panel make a copy of its
Y and T , send Y, T to the next process column.
10:
PDGEMM: trail(Ae ) = trail(Ae ) −Y (Ve )⊤
11:
PDLARFB:
trail(Ae ) = trail(Ae ) −V T ⊤V ⊤ · trail(Ae )
12:
Recover from failure if there is any.
13: end for

5.1

Maintaining Data Redundancy in the Factorization

Two versions of ABFT Hessenberg reduction algorithms are shown
in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. These two versions are mathematically equivalent, but their actual implementations have different
performance characteristics due to the behavior of PBLAS routines.
We use Algorithm 2 to explain how the method works. In iteration
i, we refer to the Q block columns starting from ⌊i/Q⌋ to ⌈i/Q⌉
4
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.
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(e) End of iteration

Figure 3: One iteration of PDGEHRD
(inclusive) as the panel scope. N is the dimension of the original
matrix, nb is the blocking factor.
Algorithm 2 first calculates row checksums for each block row
in line 1. This is achieved with a reduction operation on each block
row. Calculating this global checksum for the entire matrix requires
many reduction operations and large communication volume. But
this checksum is computed only once at the beginning of the algorithm. The cost is not high compared to the time cost of the actual
Hessenberg reduction.
In line 4, the algorithm takes a snapshot of the panel scope before
starting the factorization of the block columns in the panel scope.
The final Hessenberg matrix contains zeros in its lower part, below
the first subdiagonal. In order to save storage, the ScaLAPACK
Hessenberg reduction algorithm stores the Householder reflectors
in the lower part of the matrix. Because the zero entries are overwritten with the Householder reflectors, the row checksum relationship between the current panel scope and its checksum no longer
holds. Once a process failure causes data loss in the trailing matrix
part of the current panel, we can retrieve the pre-update data from
the snapshot and reapply all updates from the beginning of the current panel scope. By so doing, we can restore the lost data to their
state right before the failure.
Lines 8 and 9 record the state of the panel scope after each panel
factorization. These two lines also record the state of Y and T
which are the results of panel factorization. Y and T are stored
in a separate workspace apart from A. The newly calculated Householder reflectors are stored in-place in the lower portion of A. These
reflectors do not have any protection mechanism. Unlike a recent
implementation of QR factorization [21], the panel factorization
in the Hessenberg reduction has a data dependence on the trailing
submatrix. The PDLAHRD routine needs the unmodified trailing
submatrix to factorize the panel. This means that the panel factorization result has to be protected right away after it is obtained. We
do not delay the recording of the state of the panel result (V , Y and
T ) till either the PDGEMM call or the PDLARFB call. This is
because in the case of a process failure, data loss would occur in
the panel result. This is possible for a failure that happens after the
panel factorization and after the start of the trailing matrix update.
The panel result cannot be recovered in that case by a rollback of
the panel and re-factorizing it despite the fact that we can manage
to recover the panel data right before its factorization. It is possible
to reverse the effect of the trailing matrix update if we store the V , Y
and T matrices which were used to update the trailing matrix. But
they are not available since these three matrices are exactly what
are supposed to be recovered.
Line 12 recovers data that were lost due to a process failure. The
details of the recovery procedure are explained in section 5.3.
The following theorem shows how the correctness of the check-

sum is maintained throughout the algorithm.
T HEOREM 1. The row checksums for block columns after the
current panel scope are valid at the end of each iteration.
P ROOF. We proceed by showing that the checksum remains correct after each step. Suppose A is of size m × n, e is a column vector
of 1’s of length n. For simplicity, in the following proof we assume
the block size nb is 1, and the process grid is m × n, so each process
takes one entry of the matrix but the proof holds true for any nb
value and process grid size.
1. Before the for loop all the row checksums are just calculated,
no data has been modified. Thus the checksums are valid.
2. In the first iteration, after the PDLAHRD, the checksum
for the first panel scope is destroyed. But the checksums
for the block columns after the first panel scope are still
valid, because both the original matrix data and the checksums haven’t been modified.
3. In the first iteration, after the PDGEMM, the checksums for
the block columns after the first panel scope are still valid.
[
]⊤
[
]
V
Ae −Y (Ve )⊤ = A Ae −Y ⊤
e V
[
]
[
]
= A Ae −Y V ⊤ (e⊤V )⊤
[
]
[ ⊤
]
= A Ae −Y V
V ⊤e
[
] [ ⊤
]
= A Ae − YV
YV ⊤ e
[
]
= A −YV ⊤ Ae −YV ⊤ e
[
]
= A −YV ⊤ (A −YV ⊤ )e
4. In the first iteration, after the PDLARFB, the checksums for
the block columns after the first panel scope are still valid.
Ae −V T ⊤V ⊤ Ae

= (I −V T ⊤V ⊤ )Ae
[
]
= (I −V T ⊤V ⊤ ) A Ae
[
]
= (I −V T ⊤V ⊤ )A (I −V T ⊤V ⊤ )Ae
[
]
= (A −V T ⊤V ⊤ A) (A −V T ⊤V ⊤ A)e
By mathematical induction, the row checksums for block columns
after the current panel scope are valid at the end of each iteration.
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Area 2

Algorithm 3 ABFT Hessenberg Reduction (delayed)
1: Compute the row checksum of matrix A, get Ae
2: for each i in 1 to ⌈N/nb⌉ iterations do
3:
if i ≡ 0 mod Q then
4:
Take a snapshot of the panel scope.
5:
end if
6:
PDLAHRD on the panel, return V, T,Y
7:
if a process owns parts of V, T,Y then
8:
Store V, T,Y in its neighbor in the next process column.
9:
end if
10:
if i ≡ 0 mod Q then
11:
Calculate column checksums of V from the last Q block
columns, get Ve
12:
end if
13:
PDGEMM: trail(Ae ) = trail(Ae ) −Y (Ve )⊤
14:
PDLARFB:
trail(Ae ) = trail(Ae ) −V T ⊤V ⊤ · trail(Ae )
15:
if i ≡ 0 mod Q then
16:
Update the row checksums at the right side of the original
matrix using the V,Y, T matrices from the last Q panel
factorizations.
17:
end if
18:
if a failure happens then
19:
Compute column checksums of V from the already factorized panels in the current panel scope, get Ve .
20:
Update the row checksums at the right side of the original
matrix.
21:
Recover from failure.
22:
end if
23: end for

Area 3

Area 4

Area 1

Figure 5: Partitions of the matrix. The dotted block column in
area 3 has just been factorized. Area 1 (red) is the trailing matrix after the current panel scope. Area 2 (blue) is the finished
part of the matrix. Area 3 (yellow) is the block columns in the
current panel scope that have been factorized. Area 4 (green)
is part of the current panel scope which belongs to the trailing
matrix.
3. Recover lost data in area 1 and 2 using the row checksum on
the right and the data on the live processes. First calculate the
sum of data blocks on different processes in the same process
row, then subtract this partial sum from the checksum to get
the lost data blocks. Send the recovered data blocks to the
replacement process.

5.2 Checksum Duplication

4. Recover the lost data in area 3 using the checkpoint.

We protect the row checksums appended to the right of the matrix by maintaining two copies of exactly the same checksums. Because the checksums are distributed as normal matrix data over the
process grid, any process failure will also cause loss of the checksums resident on the failed process. To solve this problem we
maintain two copies of the checksums as in [21]. Both are kept
valid through updating them independently. These two copies are
stored next to each other so they are distributed to different process
columns. Since only one process could fail, we always have one
valid copy and can use this copy to recover the other copy. This
approach does not need dedicated checksum processes, and does
not have to assume that the checksum processes never fail. This
approach also has good load balancing property. These traits are
preferable because it does not require users of the ScaLAPACK
library to change their application or the way they run their application. It is also easier to implement since the code has clear logic.
The update of the checksum data does not need special treatment,
the only thing needed is to change the dimensions of the trailing
matrix during the update step of the original ScaLAPACK code.

5. Recover the lost data in area 4. First retrieve the backup data
from the snapshot, then apply all the left updates and right
updates since the last snapshot.
6. Resume computation as usual. Ready to recover from the
next failure.

6.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we use N to refer to the dimension of the global
matrix.
There are several sources where the overhead of the fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction comes from. Firstly, it carries out more
floating point operations than the ScaLAPACK version. Secondly,
we need to perform bookkeeping for the panel results. Thirdly, we
need to generate vertical pseudo checksums for V after the panels
are factorized.
Global row checksums have to be calculated at the beginning of
the factorization. On a P × Q process grid, every process row calculates the checksums inside the process row using reduction operations. Every process row performs the reductions in parallel with
other process rows. Hence the total time cost is the same as the time
cost in any one process row. There are N/ (nb · Q) block columns in
one process, for every one block column there is one reduction operation. Let TQ be the time cost of one reduction operation among
Q processes, the overhead incurred by the global checksum calculation at the beginning of the fault tolerance Hessenberg reduction
algorithm is:

5.3 Recovery
When the Hessenberg factorization is in progress, the matrix can
be divided into different areas based on the status of the data as
shown in Figure 5. Different areas of the matrix data need different
methods to recover.
The recovery process:
1. Recover the runtime system. Replace the lost process and
restore the process grid.

TQ

2. Recover lost checksums using the duplication.
6

N
nb · Q

This part of the overhead is a one time cost. The Hessenberg reduction is computation intensive, and the total floating point operation
3
count is O( 10
3 N ). As the size of the matrix N increases, the operation count increases quickly, this initial one-time checksum cost
becomes insignificantly small very quickly compared to the total
cost of the original ScaLAPACK Hessenberg reduction routine.
Extra floating point operations are needed to maintain the correct
global checksum on the right side of the matrix. The panel factorization will stop at the end of the original matrix, so no panel factorization has to be done on the checksum block columns. The trailing
matrix updates have to be performed on the checksums. In every
iteration there is a right update which is a PDGEMM, and there is
a left update which is a PDLARFB. The PDLARFB contains three
steps: a PDGEMM, a PDTRMM and another PDGEMM. For the
right updates, the number of checksum block columns decreases as
the factorization proceeds. The reason is that the block columns to
the left of the current panel and in the current panel scope are not
protected by the right side checksum, and we do not need to update these not used checksums anymore. For the left updates on the
checksums, not only does the number of columns of the checksums
decrease, but also the number of rows decreases.
The amount of extra floating point operations caused by the right
update (PDGEMM) is:
N/nb−1

FLOPpdgemm =
=

∑

i=1

of floating point operation count can also be interpreted as overhead
in terms of running time. From the formula above, we observe that
as the size of the matrix is big enough, N tends to infinity, and the
terms containing N in the denominator tend to 0:
lim Overhead =

N→∞

2N (2nb) nb · Q
3

2 NQ − 2N 2 nb

Tsr

∑

[
]
2nbQ (2nb · I) (2nb · I + 2) + (2nb · I) nb2 Q

I=1

=

8 N3
N 2 nb 4
− 4N 2 nb + 4N 2 +
+ NQnb2
3 Q
Q
3
− 4NQ · nb − Nnb2

TP

The total amount of extra floating point operations by maintaining
the checksum is
FLOPExtra =

N/nb−1 [

∑

FLOPpdgemm + FLOPpdlarfb

The total count of floating point operations of the original ScaLAPACK Hessenberg reduction routine is:

2N

10 3
N
3
So the overhead introduced by maintaining the checksums is
given by:
Overhead

=
=
=

N
nb · Q

Storage overhead. Extra storage is necessary for the checksums
and for bookkeeping the panel factorization results. We keep two
copies of the row checksums on the right of the original matrix.
The amount of memory needed for this is:

]

i=1

FLOPOrig

N
nb

The value of Tsr varies depending on the MPI implementation
and the network between processes.
Also there is the overhead of computing the vertical pseudo checksum of V . Every pseudo checksum block calculation involves a reduction operation, and this pseudo checksum has to be calculated in
every iteration. Let TP denote the time cost to perform a reduction
among P processes, the total time cost of calculating this checksum
is given by:

FLOPpdlarfb
=

(2)

which means that the theoretical lower bound of the overhead introduced by maintaining the checksums is 1/(5Q). By “theoretical”
we mean the ideal case where there is no time cost for memory
accesses, and no time cost for communications between processes.
When we keep the blocking factor nb unchanged and keep increasing the matrix size N, the least amount of overhead we have to pay
is 1/(5Q) of the ScaLAPACK Hessenberg reduction routine. In
practice it is not possible to access memory and transfer data between processes without time costs. The actual observed overhead
introduced by these extra floating point operations should be higher
than the above theoretical lower bound.
The second part of the overhead comes from bookkeeping the
panel factorization results after panels are factorized. The bookkeeping is done by sending the matrices to the neighboring process
in the next process column and storing them there. There are three
matrices which have to be saved: the panel itself, Y and T . Let Tsr
be the time cost to perform a Send-Receive operation between two
processes, the total overhead incurred by bookkeeping the panel
factorization results is:

The amount of floating point operations introduced by the left update (PDLARFB) is:
N
nb −1

1
5Q

≈

N
Q

We also need the same amount of storage for the pseudo checksum of V . This makes the total amount of checksum memory:
4N

FLOPExtra
FLOPOrig
FLOPpdgemm + FLOPpdlarfb
FLOPOrig
(
3 2 1 6nb 4
nb
4 Qnb2
−
+ +
+
10 3 Q
N
N NQ 3 N 2
)
4Qnb nb2
−
− 2
N2
N

N
Q

The amount of memory needed to store the snapshot of the panel
scope is N (N/Q + 2nb), the amount of memory needed by checkpointing Y and T is:
N (N/Q) + nb (N/Q)
Adding them all together, the total amount of storage overhead
is:

These extra floating point operations are all in matrix matrix multiplies which are efficiently implemented, so the overhead in terms

4

7

N2
+ (N + nb) (N/Q)
Q

9000

In this section we evaluate the performance of our fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction algorithm through experiments. We used
DOE’s Titan as our test platform.
Titan is a hybrid supercomputing system located at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. It is the fastest parallel computer on the current TOP500 list (Nov., 2012). Since we are only using the traditional CPU section of the machine, information about NVIDIA
GPUs on Titan is not reported. Titan is composed of 18,688 nodes
with 299,008 cores, for a CPU peak performance in double precision of 2.63 PFlop/s.

GFLOPS

8000

Figure 6(a) shows the overhead of our fault tolerant Hessenberg
reduction on Titan when no failure happens in the factorization.
The overhead measured in the percentage of performance penalty
drops as the problem size increases. The performance of Hessenberg reduction is not as high as the one-sided factorizations (LU,
QR and Cholesky) on both distributed memory machines and shared
memory machines. The reason is that Hessenberg reduction is rich
in Level 2 BLAS (GEMV). Level 2 BLAS routines have a 1-to-1
flop to word ratio. These routines are memory bound and hence
their performance is limited by the bandwidth of the memory. In
terms of performance, our fault tolerant algorithm has a small overhead. The overhead with a matrix of size 6000 on a 6 × 6 process
grid is 7.6%. The overhead keeps decreasing as the matrix size increases and the process grid increases. The overhead drops to 1.8%
for a matrix of size 96000 (process grid 96 × 96). This overhead
includes the overhead of calculating the initial checksum, the computation overhead incurred by updating the checksum, the overhead
of calculating the vertical pseudo checksum of V after each panel
factorization, and the overhead of the recovery process. Equation 2
states that the overhead caused by extra computation on the checksums asymptotically decreases to 1/(5Q). It accounts for a decreasing portion of the total overhead as the problem size and process
grid become large. The overhead caused by saving the results of
the panel factorization (PDLAHRD) becomes the major contributor of the total overhead. Over the course of the factorization, the
total communication volume of this saving process is roughly two
times the global matrix data volume. Depending on the network
bandwidth between the processes, this part of the overhead can account for different percentages of the total overhead. Generally,
this part of the overhead tends to a small constant percentage when
the problem size increases.
Figure 7 shows the overhead of Algorithm 3 on Titan. We see
that the performance overhead keeps dropping in the beginning, but
it starts to go up again at grid size 96 × 96. There are three main
reasons which cause the overhead increase. Firstly, when we delay
the updates of the global checksums at the end of each panel scope,
these updates resulting from each panel factorization are applied
sequentially. When the process grid size increases, the number of
panels in the panel scope also becomes larger. The sequence of
updates to the global checksums takes longer to finish. Secondly,
when updating the checksums separately from the trailing matrix,
the updates (PDLARFB and PDGEMM) are applied to a tall and
skinny matrix. These two routines perform best when applied to
more rectangular matrices. Also, splitting the calls to these routines disrupts their internal communication pipeline that hides latency and creates additional synchronization points upon exit and
then entry into these routines. Thirdly, updating the checksums
separately causes extra communication between processes owning
V and processes owning the checksums. These overheads are critical in the context of an already communication-rich operation such
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Figure 7: Overhead of FT-Hess without failures. Platform: Titan, NB = 80, Algorithm 3
as the Hessenberg reduction, and they inhibit scalability as the Figure 7 indicates.

7.2

Overhead With Failure

Figure 6(b) shows the performance and performance overhead
of our fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction algorithm on Titan when
one failure happens in the factorization. Compared with Figure 6(a)
the performance overhead shown in the Figure 6(b) includes one
more factor: the recovery overhead. The recovery process involves
a global row-wise reduction operation on the entire global matrix.
Before this global reduction the data on the replacement process are
set to zero. This global reduction operation calculates a new global
checksum. The lost data belonging to Area 1 and Area 2 in Figure 5 are recovered using the new checksum and the old checksum
that we have been maintaining along with the factorization. The
cost of this global reduction depends on the bandwidth of the link
between the processes. This cost accounts for a small portion of the
total running time of the Hessenberg reduction. Figure 6(b) shows
that, even with the recovery cost included, the total overhead of our
fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction algorithm is still very low and
it decreases as the problem increases. It is down to 4.03% for the
matrix of size 96000 (process grid dimension: 96 × 96).

7.3

Numerical Stability After Recovery From
a Failure

In this subsection, we show how our fault tolerant Hessenberg
reduction algorithm maintains the same level of numerical stability
as the original ScaLAPACK algorithm.
Floating point numbers are represented in IEEE 754 format in
modern computers, floating point operations are not carried out in
exact arithmetic. Standard error analysis for the reduction of a general matrix A to Hessenberg form H by means of similarity transformations shows the process to be backward stable [44, page 363].
In particular, the process reduces a nearby problem Â = A + E into
Ĥ with a set of similarity transformations U and at the end we get:
Ĥ = U ⊤ ÂU

(3)

The bound on the residual error E [44, page 351] is
∥E∥F /∥A∥F ≤ ϕ (N)ε

(4)

where ϕ is a low degree polynomial [44, page 351, Table 1] and ε
is the unit roundoff (machine precision). This is an expected result
since the transformation only employs orthogonal transformations
and therefore does not introduce rounding errors larger than those
already existing in the data. In fact, its backward error analysis
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Figure 6: Overhead of FT-Hess without failures and with one failure. Platform: Titan, NB = 80, Algorithm 2
has been used in a scheme that detects soft errors in linear algebra
operations at runtime [7].
The ScaLAPACK PDGEHRD routine uses the following factorization residual to verify the factorization result
r∞ =

routines PDGEMM and PDLARFB, both of them perform matrixmatrix multiplications. These two routines are numerically stable
which means the rounding error of the input data does not grow
after the calculation.
Errors from recovering the lost data in the case of a failure.
During recovery we calculate a new checksum of the data on the
still live processes. In the worst case scenario the rounding error
(denoted by E2 ) could be

∥A −UHU ⊤ ∥∞
∥A∥∞ N ε

where r∞ is a slowly growing function of N. For practical purposes
r∞ may be checked against a constant threshold rt . We consider
the reduction correct if the residual r∞ is smaller than the threshold
rt = 3.
To show backward stability of the recovery process, we use the
technique of projecting the error (resulting from a fault) back into
the original matrix A [36]. We then exploit the fact that the backward error analysis already involves a perturbation to A and the reduction is shown to provide a solution to a nearby problem Â with
a satisfactory bound on the perturbing error. Then, using a standard
dot-product error analysis [15], we show that the numerical stability is not affected by the recovery from the fault. The dot-product
analysis applies to our checksum procedure with only a slight modification.
There are three sources of errors in addition to the error existing
in the original algorithm after the recovery:

E2 ≤ (Q − 1) ε

In the worst case, E2 has the opposite sign to E1 , which gives the
worst case error in the recovered data compared against the lost
data
E3 = E1 + E2 ≤ 2 (Q − 1) ε

(7)

If the failure happens in the i-th iteration, denote the accumulated
transformations so far by U(i) , we have
(
)
⊤ ∥
∥A − UHU ⊤ +U(i) E3U(i)
∞
r̂∞ =
∥A∥∞ N ε
(
)
⊤ −UHU ⊤ ∥
∥ A −U(i) E3U(i)
∞
=
∥A∥∞ N ε
(
)
⊤ −UHU ⊤ ∥
⊤∥
∥ A −U(i) E3U(i)
∥A −U(i) E3U(i)
∞
∞
=
×
⊤
∥A∥∞
∥A −U(i) E3U(i) ∥∞ N ε
(
)
⊤ −UHU ⊤ ∥
∥ A −U(i) E3U(i)
∞
= c×
⊤
∥A −U(i) E3U(i) ∥∞ N ε

• from the initial encoding of the input matrix,
• from updating the global checksum,
• from recovering the lost data in the case of a failure.
Errors from encoding the input matrix. The initial checksums
are calculated through a simple summation operation. On a P × Q
process grid, each checksum element involves at most Q − 1 addition operations . The rounding error (denoted by E1 ) introduced by
encoding the input matrix is bounded by
E1 ≤ (Q − 1) ε

(6)

where
c

(5)

This upper bound is reached in the worst case scenario when rounding errors happen in every element and all have the same sign. In
reality, rounding errors do not happen for every operation and/or do
not all have the same sign. A pair of rounding errors with opposite
signs will cancel each other out. The actual error is much smaller
than the upper bound – the suggested approximation is the square
root of quantities dependent on the problem size [45].
Errors from updating the global checksum. The global checksums on the right hand side of the input matrix are updated by two

=
≤

⊤∥
∥A −U(i) E3U(i)
∞

∥A∥∞
⊤∥
∥A∥∞ + ∥U(i) E3U(i)
∞

= 1+

∥A∥∞
⊤∥
∥U(i) E3U(i)
∞

∥A∥∞
≤ 1 + N/P × 2(Q − 1)ε
Again, this is the theoretical upper bound assuming the worst possible cases. In reality rounding errors are mostly likely random, so
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Table 1: Residual Comparison
Grid Size
6×6
12 × 12
24 × 24
48 × 48
96 × 96

FT-Hess
5.208026×10−3
3.099298×10−3
2.166615×10−3
1.361631×10−3
1.038104×10−3

ScaLAPACK Hess
5.014403×10−3
2.348654×10−3
1.174153×10−3
6.350293×10−4
3.379741×10−4

they will cancel each other out. The recovery process will not cause
observable extra backward errors.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the residual r obtained in our fault
tolerant algorithm when a failure happens and the residual obtained
in the fault-free ScaLAPACK routine. We can see that our fault tolerant algorithm computes answers on the same order of magnitude
as the original ScaLAPACK algorithms, with minor differences due
to the randomness of the initial matrix and the lack of bitwise reproducibility of the algorithm. Overall, our fault tolerant Hessenberg
reduction algorithm is as backward stable as the ScaLAPACK version.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a hybrid fault tolerant Hessenberg reduction
algorithm combining diskless checkpointing and algorithm based
fault tolerance techniques under the fail/stop failure model, capable
to recover from one process failure at a time. After the successful
recovery, the computation is resumed and ready to progress and to
tolerate the next process failure. We use algorithm based fault tolerance techniques to protect the trailing matrix, and checksums to
protect the left part of the Hessenberg matrix, while the panel scope
is protected through diskless checkpointing. We confirmed the low
overhead and good scalability of our approach both from a theoretical standpoint and through experiments on various scales. The
overhead decreases when the matrix size or the process grid size
increases, making this approach a good candidate for large scale
environments. Future work would include exploring methods to
tolerate multiple simultaneous failures and designing fault tolerant
algorithms for other two-sided factorizations in large scale parallel
computing environments.
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